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Date: Jul. 10, 2018

Attention:

DIGI-KEY/THIEF RIVER FALLS/MN/HQ

Dear. Valued Customer

Thank you very much for your great and continued support for business with Murata.

This is the official notification that some of our products' 4M Change will be proceeded as detailed below. 

Please review this, and confirm that you will expect to receive products after this 4M Change.

Your understanding and support are highly appreciated.

1. Product Type, Changes, and Customer/Murata/Alternative Part Numbers:

Product Type: PTC/NTC thermistor lead-wire type：PT/NT/NX series (Bulk Type)

( Except taping type)

Changes: 

Please refer to the attached documents for detailed Part Numbers' information.

2. Reasons/Background:

When a fraction occurred, we performed Lot mixture to reach the packaging quantity.

We do not mix the fraction to secure of traceability.

They will be packed in each bag.

3. Products Before and After the Change:

Only the packaging quantity will be changed.

There are no changes of the products' design, quality, guaranteed specifications, and others,

as Murata continuously uses the same production process and quality control system.

4. Change Schedule:

Start date of this change: From shipment on Sep.. 01, 2018

5. Contact Window:

Should you have any questions or concerns, 

please contact Murata Sales, Representative, or Distributor in your area.

Truly Yours. Thank you.

Murata Manufacturing, Co., Ltd.

Plannig and Promotion Department. Sensor Products Division.

When a fraction occurred, we 

performed Lot mixture to reach 

the maximum packaging quantity.

We do not mix the fraction to 

secure of traceability. They are 

packed in each bag. Please refer 

to the reference sheet.
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Item Before change After change
Finished products which are inner packaging bags are stored at 

warehouse.This packaging process is done in the production 

process. 

When a fraction occurred, we performe Lot mixturing to reach 

the maximum packaging quantity.(Manual work)

In this case mixturing number is 3 lots or less.

Finished products which are inner packaging bags are stored at 

warehouse.This packaging process is done in the production 

process. 

When a fraction occurred, we don't performe Lot mixturing to 

reach the maximum packaging quantity.

These will be ship in the state of a fractional bag without mixing 

lot. 

Insert the product after inspection into the outer box of the 

cardboard.

Insert the product after inspection into the exterior box of the 

cardboard.

【PTC/NTC Thermistor lead-wire type/Comparison of change】

Inner 

Package

Outer 

Package

LOT A

100pcs

LOT B

200pcs

LOT C

200pcs

LOT A

100pcs

LOT B

200pcs

LOT C

200pcs

Stock

Shipment

LOT A

100pcs

LOT B

200pcs

LOT C

200pcs

LOT A

500pcs

Stock

Shipment

Put as a fraction of bags (max 3 bags)

500 500 500

500 500 500 500

500 500 500 500

500 500 500 500

500

Put the bag with the lot mixed.

500 500 500 500


